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This daughter-father brewing team
focuses on a shared passion for
lager as they navigate succession
and keep the brewery in the family.
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E-COMMERCE WINS! SELL MORE BEER //// DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER SHIPPING FOR SMALL BREWERIES
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NEW AND
NOTABLE
Fresh and innovative products from the best manufacturers in the business
AMERICAN HONEY MALT
This new Briess malt is a modern take on
a traditional melanoidin-style malt. It is
rich in simple sugars and Maillard reaction
compounds, resulting in flavor notes of
honey, toffee, and biscuit. Recommended
usage rate is 5–20 percent.
brewingwithbriess.com/products

FAST FOUR-HEAD FILLING FROM
AMERICAN CANNING
ACM’s counterpressure 4-head filler/
seamer is engineered for craft. Running
25–30 CPM* on a 52"x20" operating
footprint and with an approachable price
point, this system not only reduces waste
and downtime but eliminates nearly every
barrier to can-packaging. E-mail sales@
americancanning.com for
a quote. *CPM is based on
12 oz standard cans.
americancanning.com/
products/filler-seamer

STOW AND GO
Introducing Ska Fabricating’s
newest innovation in depalletizing: The Nimbus. This
cutting-edge, low-cost depalletizer features a stowable
rotary table to further reduce
the machine’s footprint when
not in use and the same
pallet-lift and layer-sweep
design used on the Can-i-Bus.
This combination creates
a compact, efficient depal
that’s optimized for small
spaces and lower speed
applications.
skafabricating.com/
nimbus-half-heightdepalletizer/

DISTILL IT WITH THE ABE PILOT STILL
Small investment, big return. Add craft spirits
to your portfolio with a 50-gallon ABE Pilot
Still. ABE’s in-house distillation experts will
walk you through what you need to make your
own spirits or canned cocktails.
abebeverageequipment.com/product/
craft-stills
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WATERPROOF AND TOUGH
BOOTS FROM XTRATUF
The Legacy Chelsea Steel
Toe Boot is 100 percent
waterproof, great for anyone
working in wet environments
throughout the brewing
process. This boot has a steel
toe for added protection, slip
resistant outsole for the best
traction on wet surfaces, and
hand-layered construction to
ensure flexibility and strength
at critical stress points!
xtratuf.com/collections/
brewery/products/menssteel-toe-6-in-legacy-deckboot-brown

BRILLIANT FLAVORS FROM
BRAVO™
Bravo™ is a geraniol-rich hop
variety that boasts desirable
candied lime, tangy orange,
and floral notes in finished
beer.
hopsteiner.com/
variety-data-sheets/Bravo/

EXPAND OUTDOORS WITH
BOXPOP
Expand your outdoor seating.
Test a new location across
town. Custom 10', 20', or 40'
containers let you configure
your serving space any
way you want with coolers,
kegerators, sinks, and more.
Plumb for running water.
Wire for lighting, sound, and
large-screen TVs. Rent, lease,
or buy. Base price $20,000.
boxpop.com/brewpubcontainers

DOWNLOAD THE
BREWSAVOR® HOSE GUIDE
BrewSavor® by NewAge® Industries recently published a
guide on reasons to upgrade
your brew hose. It offers
considerations for partnering
with suppliers that focus on
sustainability plus a handy
comparison of BrewSavor’s
beer-transfer tubing and
reinforced hose. Download
the guide today.
brewsavor.com/resources

PASTEURIZE AND CARBONATE WITH PROBREW
Using the technology and engineering know-how of parent
company, TechniBlend, the team at ProBrew recently introduced
the all-new FlashPAS-10. This fully automated HTST Flash Pasteurizer with integrated ProCarb inline carbonation technology
runs 10 gallons per minute with multiple hold times to effectively
pasteurize a wide range of beverage styles. Visit www.probrew
.com for more information.
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INNOVATIVE CIP CARTS
FROM BREWMATION
The best CIP carts in the
industry just got bigger…
and better. Now available
for 2 bbl–160 bbl breweries,
Brewmation’s innovative
mobile CIP systems use an
inline recirculation heater to
maintain the caustic temperature to the manufacturer’s specifications, ensuring
temperatures never drop
below their functional limit
during the cleaning process.
brewmation.com/brewing/cip

BIG AROMAS AND FLAVORS WITH CRYOPOP™
BLEND
With one of the only labs capable of analyzing
previously undetectable aromatic components, YCH
created a Cryo Hops® blend packed with beer-soluble
hop compounds. Formerly known as trial blend
TRI2304CR, Cryo Pop™ Original Blend translates raw
hop aroma into finished beers, delivering massive
tropical, stone-fruit, and citrus aromas.
cryopopblend.com

CAN AND EXPAND
Twin Monkeys’ Cimarron is an expandable canning
system, with 1–10 fill heads and single- or dual-lane
configuration. Ability to can slim, sleek, and standard
cans with easy swap out; compact footprint; water
re-use option for pre- and post-rinse; weight-reject
and auto-adjust fill feature; Servo-fill head upgrade
option; and more!
twinmonkeys.net/the-cimarron/
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RAHR MALTED OATS FOR
FOAM AND TEXTURE
Rahr Malted Oats is your
new go-to for adding foam
stability and a creamy texture
to beer. Ideal for juicy or
hazy IPA, stout, porter, or any
beer style where increased
foam development and silky
mouthfeel are desired. Rahr
Malted Oats brings delicate
grainy flavors as well as
palate fullness.
bsgcraftbrewing.com/rahrmalted-oats
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FERMENT LIKE A PRO
Looking to ferment like
the pros? The new ANVIL
Crucible™ Conical Fermentor
is hands-down the best
value on the market. Its
stainless-steel construction,
rotating racking arm, and
tri-clamp bottom dump will
have you racking clear beer
and harvesting yeast like a
pro! Snag your Crucible™ for
just $275.
anvilbrewing.com/product-p/
anv-crucible-7gal.htm

HOOK & FILL™ FROM RUBY STREET
The new Hook & Fill™ from Ruby Street Brewing simply hooks
over the rim of any open-top vessel and includes a convenient
shut off valve to give you complete control while filling. Equipped
with garden hose connection for use with water or a TC fitting for
wort, water, or sanitizer.
rubystreetbrewing.com/hook-fill

FINANCE A NEW PAKTECH
APPLICATOR
PakTech has partnered
with GreatAmerica to offer
no-money-down financing
options on all applicators. Like
their handles, PakTech wants
adding an applicator to your
facility to be smart, sustainable, and simple. Request a
quote today!
paktech-opi.com/financing

MORE FLAVOR, MORE
EFFICIENCY
INCOGNITO® is a 100 percent
all-natural hop product
crafted to deliver highly
concentrated flavor while
maximizing brewing efficiency and reducing process loss.
Available varieties include
Citra®, Mosaic®, Ekuanot®,
Sabro™, and HBC 472 c.v. Contact your territory manager
to order.
willamettevalleyhops.com/
products-2021
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